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Love My Pets GPS Reflective Dog Collars Protect Pets

Adam Webster September 18, 2013

Love My Pets GPS LLC has been providing pet safety equipment and pet tracking
equipment for over 4 years. Using state of the art glow in the dark and reflective
material to keep pet owners and pets safe for years to come.

(Newswire.net -- September 18, 2013) Ft. Myers, FL --  For over 4 years Love My Pets
GPS has been creating pet products that actively protect pets.  Using state of the art
GPS dog collars, Love My Pets GPS LLC has made pet tracking almost too easy.  If your

pet is lost you can recieve an email alert notifying you of his escape from the easy to install geo-fence to locating him
online within seconds from receiving the alert that your pet is missing.  "The loss of a pet is one of the most terrible
feelings that a pet owner can feel.  We can help prevent the loss with our GPS pet tracking collars.  The collars come
with a very small GPS device that will locate your pet when you need it most" notes Mary Ann McNutt of Love My
Pets GPS LLC.  The collars come with a unique, one of a kind Glow in the Dark Reflective Dog collar.  "The collars
have been specially made of the most reflective material known to man that is used commercially.  The same
material that first responders use to protect themselves is now available to protect your pet" adds Mary Ann.

The Reflecting Glow in the dark dog collars and leashes  are specially made to glow in the dark.  This adds another
dimension of protection.  Visibility at night inside and outside the home is critical to the survival and health of a pet. 
Mary Ann McNutt notes that "it is estimated that more than one million dogs are hit by cars annually.  We know that
our pet safety collars can protect pets and increase dog visibility at night.  We can prevent some of the alarming
losses to our pets from accidents with cars.  Pet owners need to be proactive with their pet protection and our pet
safety collars and leashes can provide that additional protection."

The Glow in the dark reflective dog collars are available in 2 colors.  Red and Black.  The leashes are also available
in the same colors and are 5 feet in leangth.  The award winning pet tracking device is available and currently used by
city police forces to keep track of their K9 units.  The K9 units are highly trained and very valuable therefore the
police forces are able to locate the dogs whenever they need to.

LoveMyPets glow-in-the-dark line of nighttime safety products are available at http://www.lovemypetsgps.com or at
local pet stores. Suggested retail price for the collar is $12.95 with an optional 5-foot matching leash for nighttime
walks at $12.95.

About Lovemypets: Lovemypets, LLC, is a SC limited liability company with its corporate offices located in Louisville,
KY. Lovemypets offers the revolutionary LovemypetsGPS Pet Safety Collar, a Web-based pet recovery system
featuring a GPS locating and tracking solution and safety collar designed to support the owner’s immediate recovery
efforts of lost pets. The collar also helps protect the pet from darkness-related accidents, with superiorly engineered
glow-in-the-dark banding and a material with one of the highest reflective values on the market. The system’s award-
winning GPS unit locates and tracks both outdoors and in—even in heavily wooded areas and inside buildings—using
both state-of-the-art GPS technology and cellular signals. To order, visit www.lovemypetgps.com or call  1-888-LUV-
R-PET  ( 1-888-588-7738 ).
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